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B.A,/B.Sc. 5th Semester (Honours) Examination, 2019 (CBCS)

Subject : Mathematics

Paper: BMH5DSE2l

(Probability and Statistics)
Time: 3 Hours FulI Marksr 60

The figures in tlrc margbt indicate full marks.

Candid.ates are required to give their answers in their own words
as far as practicable.

Notations and symbols have their usual nteaning.

1. Answer any /elrl questions: 2x1O=20

(a) If .4 and B be two events such that,4 g B, then prove that p(.4) < p(B).

(b) The radius x of a circle has uniform disfiibution in (1,2). Find the variance of the area of
the circle.

(c) Show that the standard deviation is independent of any change of origin but dependent on
change of scale.

(d) If the regression equation of YonX bey = 9.57r* 6.93 and X on I/be;r = l.l2y _2.5,
find the correlation coefficient between X atd,y .

(e) State Bemoulli's limit theorem.

(t) Write down the maximum likelihood function for the normal (m, o) population.

(g) If iis an unbiased estimator of population meal p, examine whether x2 is an unbiased
estimator of42 or not.

(h) What do you mean by confidence interval of a population parameter 0?

(i) Distinguish between type-l and type-Il errors in testing of hypothesis.

O A random variable X assumes rhe values _1, 0, 1 wirh probabilities ], ], ] respectvely. Find

the cumulative distribution function ofX.

(k) If the probability density function of a random variable is given by

f(x) = Y9-lx2+zx+3), -oo ( 1g ( co.

Find the value of the constant K.

(l) The random variable X has mean 2 and variance 4. Find the variance o t y = ;X.
(m) Show that the sample mean is a consistent estimate of the population mean.

(n) Give the definition ofconvergence in probability.

(o) Find the moment generating function of a Binomial distribution.
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2. Alswer aryt four quesfions from the following:
(a) Define distribution function of a randomru.cuon or a. random variable x and prove that it is a monotonic non_decreasing function of real variable .x.
(b) Define characteristic function of a random variable .{.

5x4=20

1+4=5

1+4=5

IOx2=20

Find the characteristic func

given by f(x) - {1 - t*t, 'ilj}r"l 
tit distribution whose probabilitv densirv fundion is

(U, elsewhere. 1+4=5(c) Prove that first absolute n
minimum when tak.r rO"r,;I:I."f 

a conrinuous random variabte abour any point is

(d) The.joint probability density tunction of two random varial 
.5

inside-the triangre formed by ttre coordinare axes and the line r 
x and f is K(1 - x - y)

Find the varue of K andp(x.;,r;ii;:';;;ffi;I, Jjll,illjj", 
",T

(e) Find the maximum Iikelihood esfimrrc ^rp j- r/._\ , -x/^ 2+2+1=5

a random sample of sizen. 
I estimate of g in f (x) = 11s-*/e'a > 0,k > 0 on the basis of

(0 What is sampling distribution of a statistic? Show that the function 
5

_ t/u(X - m)
a = --------------- :

is r-distribution with v , 
s

= n - 1 degrees offreedom.
3. Answerrnl,n.o questions from the following:

(a) (i) The probability density func,rion of a random r ariable X is
f (i=:lxt, -2 <.r <.+-
= 0, ekewhere

Find the distribution function of X,
(ii) A coin is tossed repearedy and tlre probahfity tha a I

where 0 ( p < r. Fina ae expected lengrh of rte ini_ flm 
a. any ross is p

(iii) The probab ity density funcdon of a random vaiable,y is grvel by
, f(x) = 2xe-x', x>o

_ u, elsewhere
find the probabitity densiry function ofx2. 

3+3+4=10(b) (i) For any pair of correrated random variabres x and I/, we make a rinear transformation(X,y) .__) (u, /), given I

, = x cos. +r.rn, " 
u totution of the axes through a constant angle a, i.e.

V = -X sin a + y cos a
Then show that U and V willbe uncorrelated ift an Zq. = 

2_!o,oy

wherep-p(x,y). "v=4
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(ii) show that ifx is a binomial (n, p) ,ariate then ffi tends to a standard normal variate
as 7l + oo. 

5+5=10
(c) (i) State and prove Tchebycheff,s inequality.

(ii) Show by Tchebycheff's inequality that in 2,000 throws with a coin the probability that
the number ofheads lies between 900 and 1,100 is at le ast lg/20-

(iii) What is the difference between (a) X, converges to X in probabilit y and (p) Xnconverges to X in distribution? 
4+3+3=10

(d) (i) If the sample observadons are l, 3, 1, 5, g, g draw from an infinite population withvariance o2, find an unbiased estimator of a2.
(ii) A sampre be drawn from normal popuration with variance 70.24. Theobservations are20, 22, 18, 2i , 24, 30, ,r. 

.lJ ^"1^1U. 
Obtain a 95Vo confidence interval for population

mean. Ir is giren rhar v+li. "1*,7* = g.g25.

(iii) A fertiliser mixing machine is set ro give 12 kg of nitrate for every quintal bag offertiliser. Ten 100-kg bags are examined. The percentages of nitrate are : 11, 14, 13,12. 13, 12.13. 14, 11, 12. Give reason that the machine is def.ective.
(Value ofr for 9 degrees offreedom is 2.262 at 5Vclevel of significance.) 3+5+2=10
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